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In this paper, we are interested by the following generalization for the polynomial
Goldbach problem. Let A1 , A2 , and A3 be coprime polynomials in the ring Fq[T].
We ask the question of the representation of a polynomial M # Fq[T] as a sum
M=A1P1+A2P2+A3P3 , (G)
where P1 , P2 , P3 are irreducible polynomials subjected to verify some degree condi-
tions. Using the circle method, we get asymptotic estimates for the number of these
representations.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
Let q be a power of a prime number p, and let Fq be the finite field with
q elements. The well-known analogy between the rings Z and Fq[T] has
led to study many additive problems in Fq[T], such as the Waring
problem, (cf. [6]), or the Goldbach problem (cf. [3, 5]). This paper is
devoted to a generalization of the Goldbach problem and to some conse-
quences of this generalization. The generalization is the following. Let
A1 , A2 , and A3 be coprime polynomials. We ask the question of the
representation of a polynomial M # Fq[T] as a sum
M=A1P1+A2P2+A3P3 , (G)
where P1 , P2 , P3 are irreducible polynomials subjected to verify some
degree conditions.
We introduce two kinds of degree conditions. Let k be a positive integer.
For any polynomial M we denote by R(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M), resp.
S(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M), the number of solutions P1 , P2 , P3 of the equation
(G) such that deg(A1P1)=deg(A2P2)=deg(A3P3)=k, resp. such that
deg(Ai Pi )k, for i=1, 2, 3.
We define a subset A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) of Fq[T] such that for any k large
enough, R(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M), resp. S(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M), is positive
for every polynomial M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) whose degree is k. The set
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A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) is defined as follows. If q>2, A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) is the
set of polynomials coprime with (A1 , A2), (A2 , A3) and (A1 , A3).
A(2; A1 , A2 , A3) is the set of polynomials coprime with (A1 , A2), (A2 , A3)
and (A1 , A3) and such that for any irreducible polynomial P,
 if P divides M and does not divide A1A2 A3 , then P  [T, T+1],
 if P divides one of the Ai , 1i3, and does not divide MAjAk ,
j{i, k{i, then P  [T, T+1].
If A1 , A2 , A3 are pairwise coprime, A(q; A1 , A2 , A3)=Fq[T] if q>2,
and A(2; A1 , A2 , A3) is the set of polynomials M # F2[T] such that
(T(T+1), M)=(T(T+1), A1A2 A3).
This result is provided by asymptotic estimates for the numbers
R(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M) and S(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M). We also give an
asymptotic estimate for the numbers R(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M) for polyno-
mials M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) such that deg M<k. When deg M<k, com-
putations for S(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M) are complicated and we do not
estimate these numbers. We deduce interesting corollaries from these
estimates. For instance, if q>2, we choose A1=A2=1, A3=&1, M=0,
and we obtain an asymptotic estimate for the number of irreducible poly-
nomials of degree k which are sums of two irreducible polynomials of
degree k. If q=2, a sum of polynomials of degree k has its degree less than
k. In order to obtain a corollary even in the case q=2, we give an
asymptotic estimate for the numbers Y(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M) of solutions
(P1 , P2 , P3) of the equation (G) such that deg(A1 P1)=deg(A2 P2)=k,
and deg(A3P3)k. All these estimates are obtained by the circle method.
In a first time, I have obtained estimates with an error term of order
log(k)(q2kkh) when the main term was of order q2kk3. Following the use-
ful advice of the referees, and the powerful method of Effinger and Hayes,
cf. [3], I obtain estimates with a better error term of order q7k4.
I. Background
I.1 Notations
In the sequel, polynomial means an element in the ring Fq[T]. We
denote by I the set of irreducible polynomials, by M the set of monic poly-
nomials, by An , resp. Dn , the set of polynomials A such that deg A<n,
resp. such that deg A=n, by In the set of irreducible polynomials of degree
n. Let 6(n) denote the number of irreducible polynomials of degree n.
Let H be a polynomial. Let (H ) denote the principal ideal of Fq[T]
generated by H. If H is different from 0, CH denotes the set of Adeg H iden-
tified by the ring of congruence classes modulo H, C*H denotes the set of
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invertible elements in CH , and d(H ) denotes the number of monic divisors
of H. If A and B are polynomials, the symbol B | A, resp. B |3 A, means that
B divides A, resp. does not divide A. If P is an irreducible polynomial, vP
denotes the P-adic valuation.
We denote by , the Euler function on Fq[T] and by + the Mo bius func-
tion on Fq[T]. (,(H ) is the number of elements in the set C*H and +(H )
is the multiplicative function which is 0 on non-square-free polynomials
and &1 on irreducible polynomials.)
Among all valuations of the field Fq(T), we consider the infinity valua-
tion &=& defined by
& \AB+=deg B&deg A
for each pair (A, B) of non-zero polynomials. The completion of Fq(T ) for
this valuation may be identified by the field of Laurent series Fq((T&1)),
the valuation & extending to non-zero elements in Fq((T&1)) by
& \ :
+
S&
aS TS+=&Sup[r # Z | ar{0].
We associate to the infinity valuation &=& the absolute value | | defined
by
|a|=q&&(a) if a{0, |0|=0.
We shall denote | | this absolute value because the context permits one to
distinguish it from the ordinary real absolute value which will also be used.
Finally, the set of non-zero elements in a field F will be denoted F*, and,
if B is a finite set, we shall denote by *B the number of elements of B.
I.2. The Character E and the Haar Measure dt
Let  be a non-trivial character of the additive group Fq . We associate
to  the character E defined by
E \ :
+
S=&
aSTS+=(a&1). (I.2.1)
Since  is non-trivial, the character E is non-trivial.
We denote by P the valuation ideal in Fq((T&1)).
The sets [t # Fq((T &1)) | &(t)>j] are compact subgroups of the additive
locally compact group Fq((T&1)). We denote by dt the Haar measure on
Fq((T &1)) chosen such that
|
P
dt=1. (I.2.2)
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The following proposition is proved in [5] or may be proved in a similar
way. We do not give the proof here.
Proposition I-2-1. For every H # Fq[T], E(H )=1.
(ii) Let H be a polynomial different from 0. Let A and B be polyno-
mials. If A and B are congruent modulo H, then,
E \AH+=E \
B
H+ .
(iii) For u # Fq((T&1)), one has
&(u)2 O E(u)=1. (I.2.3)
(iv) Let j be a rational integer and u # Fq((T&1)). Then,
|
&(t)>j
E(ut) dt={q
&j
0
if &(u)>&j,
otherwise.
(I.2.4)
(v) Let j be a non-negative integer and u # P. Then,
:
B # A j
E(uB)={q
j
0
if &(u)>j,
otherwise.
(I.2.5)
(vi) Let H{0 and G be polynomials. Then,
:
R # CH
E \GH R+={
|H |
0
if H divides G,
otherwise.
(I.2.6)
I.3. The Gauss Sums
Let H be a monic polynomial. Let XH be the set of characters of the mul-
tiplicative group C*H . For any polynomial A, let
+(H, A)= :
R # C*H
E \ARH + , (I.3.1)
and for / # XH , we define the Gauss sum
G(H, /, A)= :
R # C*H
E \ARH + /(R). (I.3.2)
Proposition I-3-1. Let H1 and H2 be coprime monic polynomials. Then,
for any polynomial A, one has
+(H1 H2 , A)=+(H1 , A) +(H2 , A). (I.3.3)
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Proof. Immediate.
Proposition I-3-2. Let H1 and H2 be coprime monic polynomials. Then,
the group XH 1H 2 is the set of functions / defined on C*H 1H 2 by
/(R)=/1(R1) /2(R2), (I.3.4)
with /1 running through XH 1 , /2 running through XH2 , R1 , resp. R2 , being
the class of R modulo H1 , resp. H2 , and, for such a /, one has
G(H1H2 , /, A)=G(H1 , /1 , A) G(H2 , /2 , A). (I.3.5)
Proof. See [4, Theorem 8.6].
When (I.3.4) is true, we write /=/1/2 .
Proposition I-3-3. Let A be a polynomial. Let P be an irreducible poly-
nomial. Then, for every integer j1, one has
|P| j&1 ( |P|&1) if jvP(A),
+(P j, A)={&|P| j&1 if j=vP(A)+1, (I.3.6)0 if j>vP(A)+1.
Proof. The first equality is obvious. We suppose j>vP(A). We put
A=PvB, with (P, B)=1. Then,
+(P j, A)= :
R # C*P j
E \ BRP j&v+=|P| v :R # C*P j&v E \
BR
P j&v+ .
According to [2, Prop. VI.6],
+(P j, A)={&|P|
v
0
if j=v+1,
if j>v+1.
Notation I-3-4. Let A be a non-constant polynomial. If
A=: `
r
i=1
Paii , : # Fq*, Pi # I & M, ai>0,
is the factorization of A as a product of monic irreducible factors, let H(A)
denote the set of monic polynomials
H= `
r
i=1
Pb ii , 0bi1+ai ,
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and let
H(A)= `
r
i=1
P1+aii . (I.3.7)
Then, we have
Corollary I-3-5. Let A be a non-constant polynomial. Let H be a
monic polynomial and let /0 be the trivial character of the group C*H . Then,
for any polynomial G coprime with H, one has
G(H, /0 , AG )=+(H, AG ), (I.3.8)
|+(H, AG )|{0|H(A)|
if H  H(A),
if H # H(A).
(I.3.9)
Notation I.3.6. Let P be an irreducible polynomial and r be a positive
integer. We denote by Ur, m the subgroup [R # C*P r | R#1 mod Pm]. Let /
be a character of the multiplicative group C*P r . Let m(/) be defined as
follows.
(i) If / is the trivial character, m(/)=0.
(ii) If / is non trivial, m(/) is the least integer m such that / is trivial
on the subgroup Ur, m and non-trivial on the subgroup Ur, m&1.
Proposition I-3-7. Let A be a polynomial, P be an irreducible polyno-
mial, r be a positive integer. Let / be a non-trivial character of the group C*P r .
Then,
|G(Pr, /, A)|={ |P|
(r+v P (A))2
0
if vP(A)<r and if m(/)=r&vP(A),
otherwise
(I.3.10)
Proof. If vP(A)r, then
G(Pr, /, A)= :
R # C*P r
/(R)=0.
We suppose vP(A)<r. Then,
|G(Pr, /, A)| 2= :
R # C*P r
:
Q # C*P r
E \A(RQ&Q)Pr + /(RQ) /(Q).
With (I.3.1),
|G(Pr, /, A)| 2= :
R # C*P r
/(R) +(Pr, A(R&1)),
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and with (I.3.6),
|G(Pr, /, A)| 2=|P| r \ :
VP(A(R&1))r
R # C*Pr
/(R)+&|P| r&1 \ :
vP(A(R&1))r&1
R # C*
P r
/(R)+ .
If m(/)>r&vP(A), the two sums are 0 and G(Pr, /, A)=0, if
m(/)<r&vP(A), / is trivial on the subgroups Ur, r&v P (A)&1 and Ur, r&v P (A)
and G(Pr, /, A)=0. If m(/)=r&vP(A), |G(Pr, /, A)| 2=|P| r*(Ur, r&v P (A))
= |P| r+v P (A).
I.4. The Circle Method and the Farey Dissection of P
Let A1 , A2 , A3 be coprime polynomials. These polynomials will remain
fixed until the last section. We put
ai=deg Ai , for i=1, 2, 3. (I.4.1)
Let k be a positive integer. For i=1, 2, 3, let
ni=k&deg Ai , (I.4.2)
and, for t # Fq((T&1)), let
fi (t)= :
P # In i
E(tAiP), (I.4.3)
gi (t)= :
deg Pn i
P # I
E(tAiP), (I.4.4)
F(t)=f1(t) f2(t) f3(t), (I.4.5)
G(t)=g1(t) g2(t) g3(t), (I.4.6)
H(t)=f1(t) f2(t) g3(t). (I.4.7)
Then, for any polynomial M, we have
R(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M)=|
P
F(t) E(&Mt) dt, (I.4.8)
S(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M)=|
P
G(t) E(&Mt) dt, (I.4.9)
Y(q; A1 , A2 , A3 , k, M)=|
P
H(t) E(&Mt) dt. (I.4.10)
For brevity these integrals will be denoted R(M), S(M) and Y(M). Let
N=_k2& , (I.4.11)
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A Farey fraction at order N is a rational function GH with
(i) deg HN,
(ii) G and H coprime,
(iii) deg G<deg H.
Let FN be the set of all Farey fractions at order N. If GH is a Farey
fraction at order N, the set
UGH={t # P | & \t&GH+>N+deg H=
is the Farey ball of center GH. Then, P is the union of all Farey balls UGH
with GH running through FN . Moreover, two distincts Farey balls do not
overlap. A proof of this may be found in [5, Theorem 4-3].
II. Asymptotic Estimate for R(M), S(M), and Y(M)
In this section we suppose that for i=1, 2, 3,
k2 deg Ai . (II.1)
We shall deduce estimates for the functions fi (t) or gi (t) from estimates for
another function f (A; t).
Let A be a polynomial of degree a. Let n=k&a. Let r be an integer such
that
3k
4
rn=k&a. (II.2)
For t # Fq((T&1)), let
f (A, r; t)= :
P # I r & M
E(tAP). (II.3)
Proposition II.1. For any t=GH++ belonging to the Farey ball UGH ,
one has,
} f (A, r; t)&+(H, GA),(H) f*(r, u) }|H(A)| \2qr&N2+a2+
1
2
qr2+ , (II.4)
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with
f*(r, u)={
qr
r
if &(u)>r+a+1,
(II.5)qr
r
(sgn(u) sgn(a)) if &(u)=a+r+1,
0 if &(u)r+a,
|H(A)| being defined by (I.3.7).
Proof. Let f (A; t)=f (t). Let
s=r&&(u)+a+1. (1)
Let us consider the equivalence relations RH , Rs , RH, s on M defined as
follows. For Y # M, Z # M,
Y#Z mod RH  (Y&Z) # (H), (2)
Y#Z mod Rs  deg(YT deg Z&ZT deg Y )<deg(YZ)&s, (3)
Y#Z mod RH, s  Y#Z mod RH and Y#Z mod Rs . (4)
We notice that (3) is useless if s0. According to Proposition I-2-1, if
deg Y=deg Z=r, then,
Y#Z mod RH, s O E(tAY )=E(tAZ).
We divide the set Ir & M in different classes modulo the equivalence RH, s
that is to say modulo the subgroup (H) & Ar&s . If s0, classes mod RH, s
are classes of congruence modulo H, and the set CH is a complete set of
representatives of these classes. If s>0, let Yr be the set of polynomials
Y=TWHB+R, with B # Ds & M, R # CH , and,
w=r&s&deg H=&(u)&a&1&deg H. (5)
By [1, Proposition IX-1], Yr is a complete set of representatives of Ir & M
mod. RH, s . Let Y denote C*H if s0, and the set of Y # Yr coprime with H
if s>0. If P # I occurs in the sum f (t), then deg P[3k4]>Ndeg H,
and P does not divide H, whence,
f (t)= :
Y # Y
E(tAY ) 6(r, RH, s , Y), (6)
where
6(r, RH, s , Y )=*[P # It & M | P#Y mod RH, s]. (7)
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Let GH , Gs , GH, s , be the multiplicative groups of invertible classes modulo
RH , Rs , RH, s , respectively. According to [4, Theorem 8.6], GH, s is
isomorphic to the direct product of GH and Gr, s and,
*(GH)=,(H), *(Gs)=qmax(s, 0), *(GH, s)=8(H) qmax(s, 0), (8)
Let X denote the group of characters of G=GH, s . The character / # X
extends to a quasicharacter of M by /(Y)=/(Y$) if the equivalence class
Y$ of Y is invertible, and by /(Y )=0 in the other cases. Then, for Y # Y,
one has
*(GH, s) 6(r, RH, s , Y )= :
P # I r & M
:
/ # X
/(P) /(Y ),
whence,
*(GH, s) f (t)= :
/ # X
_/{/ , (9)
with
_/= :
Y # Y
E(tAY) /(Y ), (10)
{/= :
P # Ir & M
/(P). (11)
Let /0 denote the trivial character. Then,
{/ 0=6(r), (12)
and, if s>0,
_/0= :
R # C*H
E \GH AR+ :B # D s & M E(uAT
wHB),
_/0= :
R # C*H
E \GH AR+ E(uAT w+sH ) :deg Z<s E(uAT
wHZ).
Noticing that &(uATwH )>0, with (I.2.5), we have
:
deg Z<s
E(uATwHZ)={q
s
0
if &(uATwH )>s,
otherwise.
In view of (I.2.1),
_/0=+(H, AG ) f $(u) (13)
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with +(H, AG ) defined by (I.3.1) and
qmax(s, 0) if &(u)>a+r+1,
f $(u)={qmax(s, 0)(sgn(u) sgn(A)) if &(u)=a+r+1, (14)0 otherwise.
If s0, _/0=+(H, AG ) and (13) remains true.
Let / # X, /{/0 . According to [7, Sec. 2.6, p. 64],
|{/ |
r+s&2+deg H
r
qr2
a+2r&N&2
r
qr2, |{/ |2qr2. (15)
According to [4, Theorem 8.6], the characters of GH, s are exactly the func-
tions of the form /H / where /H is a character of GH and / a character
of Gs . The set C*H is a complete set of representatives of the group GH and
of the group GH, s in the case s0. Suppose s>0. Let
Y=T d+y1 Td&1+ } } } +ysTd&s+ } } } +y0
be a monic polynomial of degree ds. The equivalence class of Y mod. Rs
is determined by the coefficients 1, y1 , ..., ys or equivently by
Y=1+
y1
T
+ } } } +
ys
Ts
. (16)
The set U of elements 1+ZTs, where Z is a polynomial of degree <s,
may be identified to the group Gs . Then,
_/=_/ H _/ , (17)
with
_/ H= :
R # C*H
E \GH AR+ /H (R), (18)
_/= :
y # U 
E(uATry ) /( y ). (19)
We notice that _/H is the Gauss sum G(H, / , AG ) defined by (I.3.2). With
(I.3.8), (I.3.9), and (I.3.10), we get
|_/H ||H(A)| |H |
12. (20)
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In view of (I.2.5), if / is trivial on U , then _/=0. We suppose / non-
trivial. As for Proposition I-3-8, we get, using (I.2.5), and (I.2.1)
|_/ |
2=qs :
&( y&1)s
y # U
/( y ) E(uATr( y&1))
=qs :
' # F q
/ \1+ 'T s+ (sgn(u) sgn(A) '+ .
The map *: ' [ /(1+'Ts) (sgn(u) sgn(A) ') is a character of the
additive group Fq , so, |_/  |
2 # [0, qs].
Finally, with (9), (12), (13), (15), (17), and (20), we get in all cases
|*(GH, s) f (t)&6(r) +(H, AG ) f $(u)|2*(GH, s)|H(A)| |H | 12 qr2+max(s, 0)2.
We have
qr
r
&
qr2
2
6(r)
qr
r
,
cf. [3, Proposition 7.9]. With (I.3.9) and (14), we get
|*(GH, s) f (t)&
qr
r
+(H, AG ) f $(u)|
2*(GH, s)|H(A)| |H | 12 qr2+max(s2, 0)+
1
2
|H(A)| qmax(s, 0)+r2.
Since deg HN, s=r&&(u)+a+1 and &(u)>N+deg H, we get the
announced result with (8) and (14).
The treatment of gi (t) needs a new notation. For any integer m1, let
_m= :
m
j=1
(q&1)
q j
j
. (II.6)
Remark II-2. One has
(q&1)
qm
m
_mqm+1. (II.7)
Proposition II-3. Let i # [1, 2, 3]. Then, there is a positive constant
;1(q, Ai ), only depending on q and Ai , such that, for any t=GH+u
belonging to the Farey ball UGH , one has,
}gi (t)&+(H, GAi ),(H ) gi*(u) };1(q, Ai ) q3k4 (II.8)
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with
gi*(u)={
_k&a i if &(u)>k+1,
(II.9)
_&(u)&ai&2&
q&(u)&1&ai
&(u)&1&ai
if &(u)k+1.
Proof. We have
}gi (t)& :
k&ai
r=[3k4]+1
:
' # Fq*
f ('Ai , r; t) }(q&1) :
[3k4]
r=1
6(r)q3k4+1.
With (II.4) we get
} :
k&a i
r=[3k4]+1
:
' # Fq*
f ('Ai , r; t)&
1
,(H )
:
k&ai
r=[3k4]+1
f*(r, u) :
' # Fq*
+(H, 'GAi ) }
(q&1)|H(Ai )| :
k&a i
r=[3k4]+1 \2q
r&N2+ai 2+
1
2
qr2+ .
We have +(H, 'GAi )=+(H, GAi ) for any ' # Fq*. Since
} :
k&a i
r=[3k4]+1
f*(r, u)& :
k&ai
r=1
f*(r, u) }(q&1) :
[3k4]
r=1
qr
r
q3k4+1,
we have the announced result with
;1(q, Ai )=2q+|H(Ai )| \q+2q54&a i2+q
12&a i (q12+1)
2 + .
Proposition II-4. Let i # [1, 2, 3]. Then, there is a positive constant
;2=;2(q, Ai ), only depending on q and Ai , such that, for any t=GH+u
belonging to the Farey ball UGH , one has,
} fi (t)&+(H, GAi ),(H ) fi*(u) };2(q, Ai ) q3k4, (II.10)
with
fi*(u)={
(q&1)
qk&a i
k&ai
if &(u)>k+1,
(II.11)
&
qk&ai
k&ai
if &(u)=k+1,
0 if &(u)<k+1.
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Proof. Immediate with ;2(q, Ai )=(q&1)|H(Ai )|(2q14&ai 2+ 12 q
&ai ).
We need another notation. If H and G are coprime polynomials, let
4(H, G)= `
3
i=1
+(H, GAi ). (II.12)
Now, let M be a polynomial such that deg Mk.
Proposition II-5. There exist positive constants ;3=;3(q, A1 , A2 , A3),
;4=;4(q, A1 , A2 , A3), only depending on q, A1 , A2 and A3 , such that
}R(M)& 3k(M)|A1A2 A3 | :
deg HN
H # M
,(H )&3 :
G # C*H
4(H, G) E \&M GH+ };3q7k4,
(II.13)
}Y (M)&2k(M) :
deg HN
H # M
,(H)&3 :
G # C*H
4(H, G ) E \&M GH+ };4q7k4,
(II.14)
with,
3k(M)={
(q2&3q+2)
q2k
(k&a1)(k&a2)(k&a3)
(q2&3q+3)
q2k
(k&a1)(k&a2)(k&a3)
if deg M<k,
if deg M=k,
(II.15)
2k(M)=_k&1&a 3
(q&1) qk&a1&a 2
(k&a1)(k&a2)
+
(q2&3q+2) q2k&1&a1&a2&a3
(k&a1)(k&a2)(k&a3)
if deg M<k, (II.16)
and
2k(M)=_k&1&a 3
(q&2) qk&a1&a 2
(k&a1)(k&a2)
+
(q2&3q+3) q2k&a1&a 2&a3
(k&a1)(k&a2)(k&a3)
if deg M=k. (II.17)
Proof. Let t=GH+u belonging to the Farey ball UGH . For i=1, 2, 3,
let
f $i (t)=
+(H, GAi )
,(H)
fi*(u). (1)
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Let
F $(t)=f $1(t) f $2(t) f $3(t), (2)
IGH (M)=|
&(u)>N+deg H
F $ \GH+u+ E \&M \
G
H
+u++ du. (3)
In view of the definition of Farey balls, by (I.4.5) and (I.4.8), we have
R(M)& :
deg HN
H # M
:
G # C*H
IGH (M)=I1+I2+I3 , (4)
where
I1=|
P
( f1(t)&f $1(t)) f2(t) f3(t) E(&Mt) dt,
I2=|
P
( f2(t)&f $2(t)) f $1(t) f3(t) E(&Mt) dt,
I3=|
P
( f3(t)&f $3(t)) f $2(t) f $1(t) E(&Mt) dt.
In view of (II.10),
|I1 |;2(q, A1) q3k4 |
P
| f2(t) f3(t)| dt.
By the CauchySchwarz inequality,
|
P
| f2(t) f3(t)| dt\|P | f2(t)| 2 dt+
12
\|P | f3(t)| 2 dt+
12
,
and, by (I.2.4),
|
P
| f2(t) f3(t)| dt(q&1) 6(k&a2)12 6(k&a3)12(q&1) qk,
whence,
|I1 |(q&1) ;2(q, A1) q7k4.
In the same way,
|I2 |;2(q, A2) q3k4 6(k&A3)12 \ :
deg HN
H # M
:
G # C*H
|
UGH
| f $1(t)| 2 dt+
12
.
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Since deg HN[k2], with (I.3.9) and (II.11), we get
|I2 |;2(q, A2) q3k46(k&a3)12 |H(A1)| \(q&1) q
k&2a1
(k&a1)2+
12
_\ :
deg HN
H # M
,(H )&1+
12
.
From [3, Lemma 4.7],
:
deg HN
H # M
,(H)&1
N(N+2)
2
,
Whence, there exists a positive constant ;$2 only depending on q, A1 , A2 ,
and A3 , such that
|I2 |;$2 q7k4.
We bound |I3 | in the same way, and we get the existence of a positive con-
stant ;3=;3(q, A1 , A2 , A3), only depending on q, A1 , A2 and A3 , such
that
}R(M)& :
deg HN
H # M
:
G # C*
H
IGH(M) };3q7k4. (5)
With (1), (2), (3), we have
IGH(M)=,(H)&3 4(H, G) E \&M GH+ K(M), (6)
where,
K(M)=|
v(u)>N+deg H
`
3
i=1
fi*(u) E(&Mu) du. (7)
In view of (II.11),
K(M)={`
3
i=1
qk&ai
k&ai={((q&1)3+1) |&(u)>k+1 E(&Mu) du
&|
&(u)>k
E(&Mu) du= ,
and (II.15) follows from (5), (6), and (I.2.4). We get (II.16) in the same
manner.
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Proposition II-6. There exists a positive constant ;5=;5(q, A1 , A2 , A3),
only depending on q, A1 , A2 and A3 , such that for deg M=k, one has
}S(M)&7k :
deg HN
H # M
,(H )&3 :
G # C*H
4(H, G) E \&M GH+ };5q7k4, (II.18)
where
7k=\{`
3
i=1
_k&ai=& `
3
i=1 {_k&1&a i&
qk&ai
k&ai=+ q&k&1. (II.19)
Proof. Exactly as before, we get the existence of a positive constant
;5=;5(q, A1 , A2 , A3) such that
}S(M)& :
deg HN
H # M
:
G # C*H
,(H )&3 4(H, G ) E \&M GH+ L(M) };5q7k4, (1)
where
L(M)=|
&(u)>N+deg H
`
3
i=1
gi*(u) E(&Mu) du. (2)
By (II.9), we get
L(M)={`
3
i=1
_k&ai= |&(u)>k+1 E(&Mu) du
+ :
k+1
m=N+deg H+1
`
3
i=1 {_m&2&a i&
qm&1&a i
m&1&ai= |&(u)=m E(&Mu) du.
If deg M=k, in view of (I.2.5), all integrals in the last sum are zero, except
the one corresponding to m=k+1 which is equal to &q&k&1, whence,
L(M)=\{`
3
i=1
_k&ai=& `
3
i=1 {_k&1&ai&
qk&ai
k&ai=+ q&k&1, (3)
and (II.17) follows from (1) and (3).
We notice how the hypothesis deg M=k simplifies the computations.
Remarks II-7. There exist postive constants ;6=;6(q, A1 , A2 , A3),
;7=;7(q, A1 , A2 , A3), only depending on q, A1 , A2 and A3 , such that
;6
q2k
k3
7k;7
q2k
k3
, (II.20)
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such that for any polynomial M whose degree is equal to k, or, if q>2, for
any polynomial M whose degree is k, one has
;6
q2k
k3
3k(M);7
q2k
k3
, (II.21)
and, for any polynomial M whose degree is k, one has
;6
q2k
k3
2k(M);7
q2k
k3
. (II.22)
III. The Singular Series
Let M be a polynomial. For every monic polynomial H, let
C(M, H)=,(H )&3 :
G # C*H
4(H, G ) E \&M GH+ , (III.1)
where 4(H, G ) is defined by (II.12).
Proposition III-1. The map C(M, } ) is multiplicative.
Proof. The proof runs as for the same type of problems. We do not give
it.
Corollary III-2. If H is not square-free, C(M, H )=0.
Proof. Let P be an irreducible polynomial such that P2 divides H. Since
A1 , A2 , A3 are coprime, there exists i # [1, 2, 3], such that P does not
divide Ai . For any G # C*H , +(PvP(H ), GAi )=0, and, by (II.12),
4(PvP(H ), G)=0. So,
C(M, PvP(H ))=0.
Proposition III-3. Let P be an irreducible polynomial.
(i) If P does not divide the product A1A2 A3 , then
C(M, P)={,(P)
&3
&,(P)&2
if P |3 M,
if P | M.
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(ii) If P does not divide one of the products Ai Aj , i{j, and divides the
remaining Ak , then
C(M, P)={&,(P)
&2
,(P)&1
if P |3 M,
if P | M.
(iii) If P divides Ai and Aj , i{j and does not divide the remaining Ak ,
then
C(M, P)={,(P)
&1
&1
if P |3 M,
if P | M.
Proof. Using (I.3.6), we compute the numbers 4(P, G) for G # C*P . We
find that
&1 in the case (i),
4(P, G)={,(P) in the case (ii),&,(P)2 in the case (iii).
We notice that 4(P, G ) does not depend on G. With (III.1), we get
C(M, P)=4(P, 1) :
G # C*P
E \&M GP+ .
Then, with (I.2.6),
C(M, P)={4(P, 1) ,(P)&4(P, 1)
if P | M,
if P |3 M.
In the sequel of this section, we agree that in a formula containing
i, j, k # [1, 2, 3], the integers i, j, k are pairwise distinct,
Proposition III-4. The singular series
S(M)= :
H # M
C(M, H) (III.2)
is absolutely convergent for every polynomial M. Moreover, for every integer
r>deg(A1 A2 A3), one has
}S(M)& :
deg Hr
H # M
C(M, H ) };8rq&r2, (III.3)
where ;8=;8(q, A1 , A2 , A3) is a constant only depending on q, A1 , A2 , A3 .
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Proof. Every monic square-free polynomial H admits an unique
representation as a product
K=KQ, (1)
where K and Q are monic square-free polynomials, K dividing A1A2 A3 , Q
being coprime with A1A2 A3 , and by Propositions III-1 and III-4, we have
|C(M, H )|,(Q)&2. (2)
Let r be a positive integer. According to Corollary III-2,
:
deg Hr
H # M
|C(M, H )| :
deg Kr
K # M
K | A1 A2A 3
:
deg(KQ)r
Q # M
(Q, A 1A 2A3)=1
+(Q)2 ,(Q)&2
d(A1A2A3) :
deg(Q)r
Q # M
,(Q)&2.
By [5, Lemma 6-5],
:
deg Hr
H # M
|C(M, H )|4d(A1A2 A3) :
r
i=0
(i+1) q&i2,
whence, the series S(M) is absolutely convergent.
Let r>deg(A1A2 A3). In the same way,
:
deg H>r
H # M
|C(M, H )| :
K | A 1 A2A 3
K # M
:
deg(KQ)>r
Q # M
(Q, A 1A 2A3 )=1
+(Q)2 ,(Q)&2
 :
K | A 1A2A 3
K # M
:
deg(KQ)>r
Q # M
,(Q)&2.
Always by [5, Lemma 6-5],
:
deg H>r
H # M
|C(M, H )| :
K | A1A2 A3
K # M
:
+
i=r+1&deg K
4(i+1) q&i2.
The inner sum above is bounded by
56(r+2&deg K ) q&(r+1&deg K )2.
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A proof of this may be found in [5, p. 485]. So,
:
deg H>r
H # M
|C(M, H )|56d (A1A2A3)|A1A2A3 )| 12 (r+2) q&(r+1)2,
whence, (III.3).
We have to introduce new functions and constants. Let
a(q)= `
P # I & M
(1+,(Q)&3). (III.4)
Notice that this product is convergent and positive.
If A is a non-constant polynomial, let
1 (A)= `
|P|{2
P # I & M
P | A
\1& 1|P| 2&3 |P|+3+ , (III.5)
9 (A)= `
|P|{2
P # I & M
P | A
|P| 2&3 |P|+3
( |P|&2)2
. (III.6)
If A is a constant, let 1 (A)=9 (A)=1. We notice that condition |P|{2
is useless if q>2, or if q=2 and if A has no factor of degree 1. Obviously,
1 (A)19 (A), (III.7)
for any A{0.
Proposition III-5. For any non-zero polynomial A, one has
1 (A)b(q), (III.8)
where b(q) is a strictly positive constant, and
1 (A) 9 (A)\ |A|,(A)+
2
. (III.9)
Proof. Let A be a non zero polynomial. Let A$ be the greatest divisor
of A whose irreducible factors have absolute values different from 2. Then
1 (A)=1 (A$), 9 (A)=9 (A$).
,(A)
|A|

,(A$)
|A$|
.
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Whence, it is sufficient to prove (III.8) and (III.9) for polynomials A whose
irreducible factors have absolute values different from 2. We have (III.8) by
[6, Theorem 6.8]. By multiplicativity, it suffices to verify (III.9) when A is
a power of an irreducible polynomial P such that |P|>2.
Now, we agree that the symbol P & Ai means that P divides Ai and does
not divide Aj or Ak . Let
B(A1 , A2 , A3)={ `
P | A1 A2A 3
P # I & M \
,(P)3
1+,(P)3+= Q1Q2 Q3 , (III.10)
where
Qi={ `
P{2
P # I & M
P & A i
|P|( |P|&2)
( |P|&1)2 ={ `
P | (Aj , A k)
P # I & M
|P|
|P1&1= . (III.11)
We notice that in all cases
B(A1 , A2 , A3)>0. (III.12)
The set A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) has been defined as follows.
If q>2, A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) is the set of polynomials coprime with
(A1 , A2), (A2 , A3) and (A1 , A3). A(2; A1 , A2 , A3) is the set of polynomials
coprime with (A1 , A2), (A2 , A3) and (A1 , A3) and such that for any
irreducible polynomial P,
 if P divides M and does not divide A1A2 A3 , then P  [T, T+1],
 if P divides one of the Ai , 1i3, and does not divide MAjAk ,
j{i, k{i, then P  [T, T+1].
If A1 , A2 , A3 are pairwise coprime, the condition M coprime with (A1 , A2),
(A2 , A3) and (A1 , A3) is useless, then, A(q; A1 , A2 , A3)=Fq[T] if q>2,
and A(2; A1 , A2 , A3) is the set of polynomials M # Fq[T] such that
(T (T+1), M)=(T (T+1), A1A2 A3).
If the set A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) contains 0, then A1 , A2 , A3 are pairwise
coprime, further, if q=2, and if A(2; A1 , A2 , A3) contains 0, T (T+1)
divides the product A1A2 A3 .
Notice that in all cases, if M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3), then,
(M, A1A2 A3)=(M, A1)(M, A2)(M, A3). (III.13)
If M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3), let \(M) denote the number of irreducible divisors
P of (M, A1A2 A3) such that |P|=2.
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Proposition III-6. For any non-zero polynomial M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3),
one has
S(M)=a(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3) 2 \(M)1 (M) 9 ((M, A1A2A3)), (III.14)
and
a(q) b(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3)S(M)4a(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3) \ |M |,(M)+
2
. (III.15)
Proof. Let M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) different from 0. We notice that
,(P){1 for any irreducible polynomial P such that either P divides M and
P does not divide A1A2A3 , or P divides Ai , i=1, 2, 3, and does not divide
MAj Ak . We also notice that if an irreducible polynomial P divides one of
the (Aj , Ak), it does not divide M. The map C(M, } ) being multiplicative
and taking the value 0 on non-square-free polynomials,
S(M )= `
P # I & M
(1+C(M, P)), (1)
this eulerian product being absolutely convergent.
Using results given by Proposition III-3, we get
S(M)=3(M) S(M) T, (2)
with
3(M)= `
(P, A 1A 2A3)=1
P # I & M
(1+C(M, P)), (3)
S(M)=S1(M) S2(M) S3(M), (4)
where,
Si (M)= `
P & A i
P # I & M
(1+C(M, P)) (5)
T=T1T2 T3 , (6)
where
Ti= `
P | (A j , Ak)
P # I & M
(1+C(M, P)). (7)
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By Proposition III-3, we get with (III.4),
3(M)=a(q) { `
P | A1A 2A 3
P # I & M
(1+,(P)&3)&1=
_{ `
P | M
P # I & M(P, A1A 2A3)=1
\1&,(P)
&2
1+,(P)&3+= . (8)
Let i # [1, 2, 3]. Always by Proposition III-3,
Si (M)={ `
P |3 M
P # I & M
P & Ai
(1&,(P)&2)={ `
P | M
P # I & M
P & Ai
(1+,(P)&1)= ,
Si (M)={ `
P |3 M
P # I & M
P & A i , |P| {2
(1&,(P)&2)={ `
P | M
P # I & M
P & Ai
(1+,(P)&1)= , (9)
Si (M)=2 \ i (M) { `
|P|{2, P & Ai
P # I & M
(1&,(P)&2)={ `
P | M
P # I & M
P & A i , |P|{2
\1+,(P)
&1
1&,(P)&2+= ,
with \i (M) denoting the number of irreducible polynomials P dividing
(Ai , M) coprime with Aj Ak and such that |P|=2. Finally,
Ti= `
P | (A j , Ak)
P # I & M
(1+,(P)&1). (10)
By (III.13), we have
\(M)=\1(M)+\2(M)+\3(M). (11)
With (2), (4), (6), (8), (9), (10), and (11), we get
S(M)=a(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3) 2 \(M)H(M), (12)
where,
H(M)=H1(M) H2(M) H3(M) { `
P | M
P # I & M
P |3 A 1A2A 3
\1&,(P)
&2
1+,(P)&3+= , (13)
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with
Hi (M)={ `
P | M
P # I & M
P & A i , |P|{2
\1+,(P)
&1
1&,(P)&2+= . (14)
Whence,
H1(M) H2(M) H3(M)={ `
P | M, |P|{2
P # I & M
P | A1A 2A3
\1+,(P)
&1
1&,(P)&2+= .
Then, with (III.5) and (III.6), we get
H(M)=1 (M) 9 ((M, 1A2 A3)). (15)
We get (III.14) from (12) and (15). With (III.7) and (III.8), we get,
S(M)a(q) b(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3).
If q>2, \(M)=0, if q=2, \(M)2, whence,
S(M)4a(q) B(A1 , A2 , A3) 1 (M ) 9 (M).
With (III.9), we get
S(M)4a(q) 1 (A1A2 A3) \ |M|,(M)+
2
,
and this achieves the proof.
The case M=0 is slightly different. Let
c(q)= `
|P|{2
P # I & M
|P|( |P|&2)
( |P|&1)2
. (III.16)
This product is absolutely convergent and strictly positive.
Let A be a polynomial. Let
5(A)= `
|P|{2
P # I & M
P | A
|P|&1
|P|&2
, (III.17)
if A is non-constant, and let 5(A)=1, if A is constant.
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Proposition III-7. If A1 , A2 , A3 are pairwise coprime and such that
T (T+1) divides the product A1 A2A3 when q=2, then,
S(0)=2 \(0)c(q) 5(A1A2A3), (III.18)
Proof. As for Proposition III-6.
IV. The End
Theorem IV-1. For any M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3) such that deg Mk, we
have the estimates
R(M)=
3k(M) S(M)
|A1A2A3 |
+O(q7k4), (IV.1)
Y (M)=2k(M) S(M)+O(q7k4), (IV.2)
moreover, if deg M=k,
S(M)=7k S(M)+O(q7k4), (IV.3)
the constants implied by the O, only depending on q, A1 , A2 , and A3 .
Proof. With (II.13), (II.14), (II.18), (III.3), (II.20), (II.21), (II.22).
As corollaries to this theorem, we obtain some interesting restults, one of
them is the generalized Polynomial Goldbach theorem, other results con-
cern some additive problems.
Theorem IV-2. Every polynomial M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3), whose degree is
large enough, admits a representation as a sum
M=A1P1+A2P2+A3P3 ,
where P1 , P2 , P3 , are irreducible polynomials such that deg(A1 P1)=
deg(A2 P2)=deg(A3 P3)=deg M.
Proof. When M # A(q; A1 , A2 , A3), S(M)>0. If k=deg M, 3k(M)>0,
moreover, by (II.21) and (III.15),
3k(M) S(M)>>q2kk&3,
By (IV.1), R(M) is strictly positive for deg M large enough.
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Theorem IV-3. For any positive integer k let #(q, k) be the number of
systems (P1 , P2 , P3) of irreducible polynomials of degree k in Fq[T], such
that
P1=P2+P3 .
Then, #(2, k)=0, and if q>2,
#(q, k)=c(q)(q&1)(q&2)
q2k
k3
+O(q7k4), (IV.3)
with c(q) defined by (III.16), the constants implied by the O, only depending
on q.
Proof. If q>2, 0 # A(q; &1, 1, 1), R(q; &1, 1, 1, k, 0)=#(q, k), 3k(0)=
(q&1)(q&2) q2kk3 and, by (III.18), S(0)=c(q); (IV.3) follows from
(IV.1). Suppose q=2. For k>1, every P # Ik is congruent to 1 mod T, and
a sum P2+P3 with P2 # Ik , P3 # Ik , is congruent to 0 mod T and is not an
irreducible polynomial, for k=1, such a sum is either 0 or 1 and is not an
irreducible polynomial, so, #(2, k)=0.
One can see easily that sums of two irreducible polynomials in F2[T]
are congruent to 0 modulo T (T+1), and that sums of two polynomials
of degree k is a polynomial of degree less than k. If q=2, we have the
following theorem.
Theorem IV-4. For any positive integer k let '(k) be the number of
systems (P1 , P2 , P3) of irreducible polynomials in F2[T], such that
P1+P2=T (T+1) P3 , deg P1=deg P2=k,
and deg T (T+1) P3k.
Then, one has
'(k)=4c(2) _k&3
22k
k3
+O(27k4), (IV.5)
with c(2) defined by (III.16), the constants implied by the O, being absolute.
Proof. If q=2, 0 # A(2; 1, 1, T (T+1)), Y (2; 1, 1, &T (T+1), k, 0)=
'(k), 2k(0)=_k&3(22kk3), and, by (III.18), S(0)=4c(2).
If q>2, it is possible to estimate the number of systems (P1 , P2 , P3) of
irreducible polynomials in Fq[T], such that
P1=P2+T (T+1) P3 , deg P1=deg P2=k,
and deg T (T+1) P3=k.
and even, to generalize this question in the following manner.
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Theorem IV-5. Let D be a polynomial. For any positive integer k let
(q, D, k) be the number of systems (P1 , P2 , P3) of irreducible polynomials
in Fq[T ], such that
P1=P2+DP3, deg P1=deg P2=k, and deg DP3=k.
Then, if q>2, one has
(q, D, k)=(q&1)(q&2) c(q) 5(D)|D|&1
q2k
k2(k&deg D)
+O(q7k4), (IV.6)
with 5(D) defined by (III.17), constants implied by the O, only depending on
q, and D.
Proof. We always have 0 # A(q; 1, 1, &D), here, R(q; 1, 1, &D, k, 0)=
(q, D, k) 3k(0) = (q & 1)(q & 2)(q2kk2(k & deg D)), and, by (III.18),
S(0)=c(q) 5(D).
In view of Theorem IV-4, the reader can imagine what the corresponding
theorem in the case q=2 is. We do not give it here and stop the list of
corollaries to Theorem IV-1.
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